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Your Experience with McLaren Tracks and Tires
"I would like to thank you for positive and smooth execution of my order. After seeing the goods delivered, I
had a smile on my face. The wheels are better than I expected. I would like to applogize for long and
complicated process of ordering. It was caused by non-standard requirements. Based on our common effort we
finally succeeded. Thank you again and I wish you Happy Christmas time and a lot of success at work."
Miroslav Matejec, Czech Republic

"Hello, many thanks for the super fast and problem free delivery. The tracks were delivered to my door by the
end of the day. This was super fast. Thank you, once again.
Greetings"
Henri Tegeler, Germany
"We've tried the other "bargain-brand" [over-the-tire] tracks and after hours of downtime and readjustment,
finally went to McLaren....and we're never going back. Great product, 110% satisfied."
Heath Massie - Massie Contracting
"We are sold on your Nu-Air tires. We put them on our 773 three seasons ago and they still have plenty of life
in them. We will be putting them on the other skidsteers we own."
Bill Knowles - Picot Co. Inc
"The tires perform and make the machine ride like it is on air tires. I love them and when I buy a new machine
you will be getting a call from me."
Travis Milistefr, TravCon
"These tires are "Bad As*". We have put 300 hrs on them and they show very and I mean very little signs of
wear. A+++ Keep up the good work you guys!!"
Brian Payne, Grassmasters Landscaping, Inc
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"I can do much more with my Bobcat and I don't worry about pushing around construction material with nails
or sharp objects. The tires have saved me money and time not to mention the stress relief."
Thomas E. Young, T Young Designs
"We used to buy from distributors, until our insurance company recommended McLaren to us. Ever since, we
entrust all of our locations to purchase from you. Why purchase anywhere else when you can buy directly from
the manufacturer. Thanks for the great service!"
Stephen Smith - MRP Rentals
"We use our skid loader for pasture clearing in rocky flinthills pastures. Thorns and sharp rocks are no longer
an issue greatly improving our productivity. Your tires are strong and so far problem free."
Young Mosier, M7 Ranch
"We like McLaren quality, we've used other brands, your is the best quality out there."
Marcus Thompson, Thompson Builders
"Excellent products. Excellent service!"
Wayne - American Landscapes
"Unbelievable fast fast service. Very helpful."
Jason - Herring Sanitation Services
"Your representative was extremely professional and a real pleasure to deal with. Service was excellent also."
Burt - Western Power & Equipment, Sparks
"It was a pleasure to do business with your company!"
Scott Roberts, Brookfield
"Extremely well pleased with the quality and performance of the tracks and your company as a whole. Your
representative was very cautious and helpful. Thanks!"
Jonathan Smith - Smith Carpet Service, Robbinsville
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"After running both types metal and rubber tracks McLaren are the only replacement tracks to buy! Excellent
wear, self-cleaning, and quiet!"
Marion Ardoin - K&M Farms, Kula
"Very satisfied with tracks, price, and quality!"
Paul Moody - P&J Builders, Carrollton
"Your sales representatives were very helpful and knowledgeable. Thank you!"
Jason Stewart - Venture Underground, Houston
"Very satisfied with your service"
Joe Chiasson - JW Chiasson and son, Athol
"I have had great success with your product and I am satisfied with your current pricing. I hope to have a
lasting relationship with your company and look forward to doing business again soon. Your representative has
been most helpful in supplying me with all the information needed and was exceptionally efficient with fulfilling
the order and delivering in a timely manner."
Stephen J Cho - Brokk Pros Inc., Waltham
"Thanks for all your help!"
Marcio Hernandez - United Rentals, Watertown
"I have more than five machines in my fleet and have tried every brand of rubber track that is available.
McLaren tracks are the most durable tracks I've ever seen!!! They definitely live up to their guarantee."
Martin Montgomery - Montgomery Plumbing & Heating, Waltham
"The sales staff at McLaren are the most knowledgeable of any company I've encountered. Any other place will
try to sell you any track that they think will fit. The folks at McLaren take the time to ensure you get the right
track. They earned my trust by guaranteeing that any tracks they sell us will fit."
Oliver Williams - Dawsons Equipment, Robbinsville
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"We love the Nu-Air tires. These tires eliminate down time due to flats and keep the customer going on his
project which means more rental revenue!"
Dave Funk - United Rentals, Needham

